Abstract
In the early phases, software engineers use whiteboards and flip charts to create and discuss their ideas and later they transform manually the hand drawn pictures into machine readable models. During this transformation important sketch information, like the history of origin or some elements, will be lost. To solve this problem, we present a new approach using digital whiteboards to elaborate in a creative and collaborative environment hand drawn pictures and transform them into domain specific models and vice versa. This poster outlines the process of the automatic transformation from sketch models to models based on well-defined notations and vice versa in the early creative phases of software development.

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0i3M9djPrRM
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1 Introduction and motivation
These days software development is a distributed team process. The commercial success of products is increasingly important and the quality of the software has an important role in this context (Friedewald et al. 2001). However, less than 30% of all software projects are successful (Hartmann 2006). Especially critical are the early phases of the requirements analysis and the architectural design. Studies show, that the correction of errors from these early phases will cost up to 14 times as much as in case of errors in later phases (Westland 2002). Requirements analysis and architectural design are particularly important for the success of development projects. These early phases are also the creative phases. It is crucial for the success of a project, that teams work closely together – occasionally at different locations - and have strong cooperation. Thereby, handwritten sketches on whiteboards have been generally accepted in practice as the medium of communication. About 75% of developers like to use whiteboards during analysis and design (Cherubini et al. 2007) – even and especially in team workshops.

Normally software engineers do not use modeling tools like MagicDraw UML (MagicDraw 2013) in this early phase, because of their cumbersome handling. Modeling tools are made for precise model documentation, and not for creative sketching. Hence software engineers use whiteboards and flip charts in team meetings to create and discuss their ideas in form of various hand drawn pictures using well defined notations, like for instance, UML diagrams or Flow Chart diagrams. The existing (and partly expensive) modelling tools are used later on, to manually transform the hand drawn pictures into machine readable models for the next development tasks, like for instance, code generation. In follow-up meetings software engineers use the old hand drawn pictures and print-outs of the afterwards documented and further developed models to discuss and further improve their solutions. Thereby, they again produce additional hand-drawn pictures which again have to be later on manually integrated into the existing machine-readable models. Another topic is that some team members will not recognize the shown model, because in the transformation some important information is lost or a team member might try to optimize the resulting sketch model in the modeling tool.

2 Scribbler: A model sketching environment
To support software engineers in the early phases, we developed a collaborative and creative modeling tool called Scribbler. Scribbler uses digital whiteboards to transform free hand sketches in models based on well-defined notations and back again, saving the history of origins, recognizing objects and handwriting.

Scribbler is portable for every device which uses java and supports ad-hoc meetings between geographically distributed locations. The transformation is completely
independent from a pre-defined modeling language. The tool provides a training mode to learn new graphical syntax elements and map these to formal meta models entities. Furthermore developers can quickly create new pluggable components for their own requirements (Bartelt et al. 2013). A screenshot of the tool is shown in Figure 1. At the top (1), all current loaded plugins (e.g. learning) are represented with an icon, in the center (2) the canvas and last but not least the toolbar is located at the bottom (3), which consists of four colors, an edit button and a rubber.

3 Transforming sketch models to models based on well-defined notations and back again

Transforming a hand drawn sketch to a formal based model, describes a process, of mapping sketches to elements of the given meta model. Figure 2 shows a small Ecore (EMF) meta model.

![Figure 2: Ecore meta model](image)

This meta model consists of entities like houses, rooms, windows and doors, and connections between this elements. In this example DoorToRoom, WindowToRoom and RoomToHouse are connections represented as lines. Room, Door, Window and House are represented by meaningful icons.

![Figure 3: Transforming sketches into a model and back again](image)

As mentioned above, the process of the transformation from sketch models to models based on well-defined notations is error-prone. Almost always the sketch information, like the history of origin, is lost and the formal model looks different to the sketch. To fix this problem, Scribbler can export sketched models to models based on well-defined notations which are generated with EMF – the Eclipse Modeling Framework - without losing sketch information. Furthermore, Scribbler can import these models from the EMF-Editor. Figure 3 shows an example of the import/export process of a sketched model. In phase 1, the team created a sketch model. After the meeting Scribbler can transform automatically the sketch model to a model based on well-defined notations. Thereto, Scribbler detects collision and inclusion, maps the recognized sketch objects to concrete elements of the Ecore meta model, stores the sketch model into a special tag and stores it into a file. Phase 2 displays the formal model which is the result of the transformation. It is easy to see that the elements are at the same position and have roughly the same size like in the sketch model in. After the transformation of a sketch model to a formal model, the user is able to work on the model in the editor. In this example a user changes the position of the room and adds a new room. The modifications in the editor can be seen in phase 3. After that, the formal model can be imported in Scribbler. During the import Scribbler verifies the information of the formal model file. If there are valid sketch information Scribbler draws these elements on the canvas. If the position or size has changed, Scribbler adapts the coordinates. In this example a new room was added in the GMF-Editor. The application checks to which element in the knowledge base room is mapped and draws the room with this information. Phase 4 shows the result of the import from the formal model file.
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